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Dragonfly’s Garden
by Julia Watt

Give simply strung pearls a lush look by 
weaving in a second strand, creating a 
gently meandering trail of glistening seed 
beads. Add silver accents of dragonflies, 
a hedgehog, and a floral toggle for a 
completely enchanting design.

 FINISHED SIZE
18¾”

 TECHNIQUES
Wireworking
Stringing
Crimping
Fringe

 TOOLS: 
Wire cutter
Crimping pliers
Chain-nose pliers
Round-nose pliers
Scissors
2 bead stops
Fine twisted beading needle
Size 12 beading needle



1: Pendant. Use the head pin to string the 
pewter dragonfly bead (bottom to top), 1 olivine 
bicone, 1 spacer, and 1 fuchsia bicone. Form a 
wrapped loop to secure the beads. Set aside.

2: Base strand. Place a bead stop 4" from one 
end of the beading wire. String 5 chartreuse 
size 11°s and 1 crimp tube. String {1 chartreuse 
size 11°, 1 chartreuse potato pearl, 1 chartreuse 
size 11°, and 1 fuchsia potato pearl} thirteen 
times.
String 1 olivine bicone, the pendant, 1 olivine 
bicone, 1 fuchsia potato pearl, 1 chartreuse size 
11°, 1 chartreuse potato pearl, 1 chartreuse size 
11°, 1 fuchsia potato pearl, and 1 chartreuse 
size 11°. String {1 fuchsia and 1 olive seed 
pearls} three times. String 1 leaf, 1 fuchsia seed 
pearl, 1 leaf, the hedgehog bead, 1 leaf, 1 fuch-
sia seed pearl, and 1 leaf. String 1 fuchsia,  
1 olive, 1 fuchsia, and 1 olive seed pearl. String 
1 flower (wide end first), 3 iris size 11°s,  
1 flower, 3 iris size 11°s, 1 flower, 1 olivine 
bicone, 1 spacer, and 1 fuchsia bicone.
String {1 chartreuse size 11°, 1 fuchsia potato 
pearl, 1 chartreuse size 11°, and 1 chartreuse po-
tato pearl} six times. String 1 chartreuse size 11°, 
the 4mm silver round, 5 chartreuse size 11°s, and 
1 crimp tube. Place a second bead stop at this 
end of the wire to hold the beads in place.

3: Small bead strand. Use 3' of thread and 
the twisted needle to work from the first end 

of the base strand; pass through the first 5 size 
11°s, the crimp tube, and 1 size 11°, leaving a 
4" tail in the bead stop (Figure 1).

Seed-pearl loops: *String {1 fuchsia and 1 olive 
seed pearl} five times. String 1 fuchsia seed 
pearl. Skip 2 potato pearls on the base strand 
and pass through the next chartreuse size 11°. 
Repeat from *, creating loops of seed pearls, 
until you reach the first olivine bicone on the 
base strand; pass through the bicone.

Central fringes (near pendant): *String 6–8 
seed pearls, alternating colors and 1 char-
treuse size 11°; pass back through the seed 
pearls to make a fringe. Pass through the 
wrapped loop of the focal-bead dangle. 
Repeat from * to make 4 more fringes of 
varying lengths, passing through the wire-
dangle loop each time. After the last fringe, 
pass through the next olivine bicone on the 
base strand (Figure 2).

Seed-pearl loops and accents: String {1 fuchsia and 
1 olive seed pearl} eight times. String 1 fuch-
sia seed pearl. Skip 3 pearls on the base strand 
and pass through the next chartreuse size 11°. 
String {1 olive and 1 fuchsia seed pearl} three 
times; pass through the first leaf. String 1 fuch-
sia, 1 olive, 1 fuchsia, 1 olive, and 1 fuchsia 

seed pearl; pass through the hedgehog bead. 
String {1 olive and 1 fuchsia seed pearl} five 
times. String 1 olive seed pearl; pass through 
the hedgehog bead again so the strand wraps 
around the hedgehog’s back (Figure 3).

Materials

1 g multi-iris size 11° seed beads

1 g silver-lined chartreuse size 11°  

seed beads

1 multi-iris matte 3mm bugle bead

1 fuchsia 16" strand of 3mm seed pearls

1 olive 16" strand of 3mm seed pearls

2 fuchsia AB 4mm bicone crystals

4 olivine AB 6mm bicone crystals

21 fuchsia 6–7mm potato pearls

20 chartreuse 6–7mm potato pearls

4 green 8 11mm horizontally drilled 

pressed-glass veined leaves

3 burgundy AB 9mm pressed-glass flowers

1 pewter 14mm vertically drilled hedgehog 

bead

1 pewter 22mm vertically drilled oval  

dragonfly bead

1 sterling silver 4mm round with design

1 sterling silver 20×7mm dragonfly  

wing charm

2 sterling silver 5mm daisy spacers

1 sterling silver 21⁄2" head pin with Bali-style 

bead-cap head

2 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes

1 sterling silver 3mm crimp cover

1 pewter 20mm floral toggle clasp

Size B nylon beading thread in color to  

match beads

22" of .018 beading wire

Beeswax

Clear jeweler’s cement

Tools

Wire cutter

Crimping pliers

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Scissors

2 bead stops

Fine twisted beading needle

Size 12 beading needle

 FINISHED SIZE: 183⁄4"
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3



String 1 olive, 1 fuchsia, and 1 olive seed 
pearl. Skip the next leaf bead; pass through 
the following one. String 1 olive, 1 fuchsia,  
1 olive, and 1 fuchsia seed pearl; pass through 
the first flower bead. String {1 olive and  
1 fuchsia seed pearl} eight times; pass through 
the chartreuse size 11° next to the base strand’s 
fuchsia bicone.
*String {1 fuchsia and 1 olive seed pearl} five 
times. String 1 fuchsia seed pearl. Skip 2 po-
tato pearls on the base strand and pass through 
the next chartreuse size 11°. Repeat from * five 
more times. Exit through the silver round and 
seed beads.

4: Clasp ring. Remove the bead stop from the 
second end of the base strand. Use the beading 
wire and remaining thread to string the clasp 
ring; pass back through the crimp tube, making 
sure both the wire and thread are pulled evenly. 
Crimp. Place the crimp cover over the crimp 
tube. Trim any excess beading wire. Weave 
thread into beadwork and trim.

5: Embellishments. Use 2' of conditioned 
thread and the size 12 needle to pass through 
the base strand’s first flower and 3 iris size 11°s, 
leaving a 4" tail. 

Flower fringes: String 4–7 iris and 1 chartreuse 
size 11°; pass back through the iris beads 
to make a fringe. Repeat to make 2 more 
fringes. Pass through the next flower and  
3 iris size 11°s; make 3 more fringes as before. 
Pass through the third flower, olivine bicone, 
spacer, and fuchsia bicone (Figure 4).

Dragonfly: Pass back through the last seed pearl 
added to the loop that weaves around the 
flower section; string 1 chartreuse size 11°. 
Repeat twice, adding 1 size 11° between 
each seed pearl. String 1 iris size 11° and  
2 iris seed beads. Pass through the iris beads 
again and wiggle them to sit side by side; 
they’ll look like the dragonfly’s eyes. String 
the dragonfly wings (head to tail), 1 iris size 
11°, the bugle bead, and 3 iris size 11°s. Skip 
7 seed pearls and pass through the eighth. 
Add 1 chartreuse size 11° between each 
of the remaining seed pearls on the loop  
(Figure 5). Secure the thread and trim.

Pass 2" of beading wire through the dragonfly 
and tail beads to stiffen the body. Carefully 
trim the wire ends; add a drop or two of jewel-
er’s cement to secure the wire in place.

6: Clasp bar. Remove the remaining bead 
stop. Use the beading wire and thread tail 
to string the bar half of the clasp; pass back 
through the size 11°s and crimp tube. Snug the 
beads, making sure both wire and thread are 
pulled evenly; crimp. Trim any excess wire.

Julia Watt is a freelance photographer, clothing/costume 

designer, pianist, mom of two awesome twenty-something 

daughters, and wife to a great guy who understands her 

penchant for beading into the early hours. Visit her website 

at www.juliawattworks.com.

RESOURCES
Check your local bead shop or contact: Pewter: Green 

Girl Studios, (828) 298-2263, www.greengirlstudios.com. 

Potato pearls: Ayla’s Originals, (977) 328-2952, www 

.aylasoriginals.com. Seed pearls: Majestic Pearls, (212) 

268-9881, www.majesticpearl.com. Sterling silver:  

Singaraja Imports, (800) 865-8856, www.singaraja 

imports.com. Seed beads and pressed-glass flowers: Out on 

a Whim Beads, (707) 664-8343, www.whimbeads.com. 

Pressed-glass leaves: Whole Bead Shop, (800) 796-5350, 

www.wholebeadshop.com. Dragonfly wings: Eclectic Etc. 

Inc., (215) 658-1711, www.eebeads.com.

Figure 4

Figure 5
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